TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS #767
N.W. 20
S.E. 19
COR. 30/25 14.5 R 10 W. WM.

HISTORICAL: GLO P. 44 T 45 R 10
Book Page Maps
4 90 B-566
51 64 B-60
P-1 31 B-262
1 97 B-101
Book 5 P. 112

CONDITION: GOOD
FIND: 1 1/4" IRON PIPE, PLUGGED & STACKED BK4 & P 20

GONE
30' SPRUCE IN 60' W 45' LINKS BK 10 P 101
GONE
36' SPRUCE IN 64' W 105' LINKS BK 10 P 101
GONE
24' ALDER IN 56' E 128' LINKS BK 10 P 101
GONE
18' ALDER IN 50' W 85' LINKS BK 10 P 101
GONE
24' SPRUCE IN 70' W 58' LINKS GLO P. 44
GONE
70' SPRUCE IN 58' W 109' LINKS GLO P. 44

COMMENTS: GONE
24' ALDER IN 62' E 178' LINKS GLO P. 44
18' ALDER IN 25' W 100' LINKS GLO P. 44

REWITNESS:
1 SET: 2" IRON PIPE WITH 3" BRASS CAP IN 10' TILE ANGLEMENT IN POSITION 6 FOUND ED 4" X 4" X 28" Post NORTH 10 FEET

T 4 S R 10 W
8' 84' HAT SECTION SOUTH 15 FEET

NEW ACCESSORY:

COMMENTS: THIS CORNER IS LOCATED 100 FEET NORTH OF THE NESTUCCAN RIVER IN A N-S FENCE LINE. ONLY 2 RISERS NO OTHER TREES AVAILABLE.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: GALE ARTHUR, DAN McHATT, KEVIN DUNN

DATE: 1-16-76